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Friends,
As astronomers and even for those only passively
interested in science, with the current events, one can
easily juxtapose Mars and COVID-19, witnessing how
both have inspired tremendous scientific efforts regarding
microbial life – one, being either extant or extinct, far
from Earth, and the other, the virus SARS-CoV-2, being
active and in our midst. Notwithstanding arguments for
what constitutes microbial life or not, during the past
year, both ancient microbial life on Mars and COVID19’s microbe, SARS-CoV-2, are at the forefront of
scientific exploration.
Toward this end, just over one year ago, in February
2020, NASA began the first steps of moving the justcompleted Mars 2020 Perseverance rover from its
“birthplace” at Pasadena’s JPL facility in California to
Mars’ Jezero Crater – a site deemed most likely to have
hosted ancient Martian life.
Likewise, with COVID-19, February 2020 was also a
seminal month. Members of CVAS, together with much
of the world population were increasingly confronted with
news of the human health threat posed by the novel virus
SARS-CoV-2. At the time, there were many unknowns,
the virus appeared to be spreading worldwide rapidly.
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President’s Corner (cont)
The USA saw its first two deaths attributed to the virus. To combat the virus over the past
year, Ohioans have been issued dozens of new directives from Ohio’s health officials. These
directives included social distancing and mask-wearing requirements. Eventually, CVAS and
other groups were forced to stop monthly meetings or any gatherings of more than 10 people
in proximity. On March 2, 2021, Stephanie McCloud, Director of the Ohio Department of
Health (ODH), restated the basic special orders in place, which states that “All public and
private gatherings of greater than 10 people occurring outside a single residence and the
real estate on which it is located, or an apartment, condominium, or dormitory living unit are
prohibited”. The order prevents CVAS from holding any of its usual regular monthly
meetings at its usual site at the Geauga Park District’s Observatory Park in Montville. We will
notify the membership when this requirement changes.
In the past year, the Mars 2020 Perseverance Rover’s journey to Mars has been a remarkable
success. From JPL, the Rover was transported by Airforce C-17 transport plane across the
country to Cape Canaveral, Florida, loaded onto an Atlas V rocket, and then successfully
launched to Mars on July 30, 2020. Just last month, on February 18, 2021, we witnessed the
spectacular landing of the Rover on Mars, after completing a 292-million-mile journey and
now beginning the primary scientific mission. It remains to be seen, will microbial life on
Mars be detected by the NASA rover, and if so, will this be before or after a decisive scientific
understanding of the Earth-based microbe SARS-CoV-2 and its mitigation is realized?

Editor’s Note: The next Monthly CVAS Meeting is at St. Mark Lutheran Church on March 6th. The past
February meeting at the same location was well received. Please note that the above ODH Directive does
not cover this venue. Social distancing (six feet) and masks will be required during the meeting and will
be met by the size of the venue. This meeting also falls well within the parameters that St. Mark Lutheran
Church requires for the use of its Fellowship Hall for these types of external meetings. We look forward to
members joining us on March 6th for this monthly CVAS meeting.
Editor’s Disclaimer: I will be doing a presentation on the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Disastor’s 10th
Anniversary (March 11, 2011) so I would like people to show up.
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Observer’s Log #1
Joe Petrick
NGC 2903
Sent March 3, 2020
I've attached an image I took last night of barred spiral galaxy NGC 2903. Taken
from my backyard in Concord Township under moonlit skies with my SBIG 8300
CCD camera attached to my 16 inch Meade LX 850 F/8 telescope. It's just over two
hours of total exposure with one hour being the luminance and the rest being RGB.
NGC2903 is one of the more conspicuous objects that Charles Messier missed when he compiled his catalog. It
was ultimately discovered by William Herschel who catalogued it on November 16, 1784 as a double nebula. In
the 1800s it was resolved by the third Earl of Rosse who determined it spiral form. It's a beautiful spiral seen
from an oblique angle. The image also contains many distant background galaxies.
Its dimension is 12.6 x 6.6 (arc min) and it's approximately 30.5 million light years from Earth with an apparent
magnitude of 9. It's diameter is 100,000 light years . The Hubble telescope imaged the core of this galaxy back
in 2001 and that image can be seen at this site https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap010321.html
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Observer’s Log #2
Tony Mallama
Starlink-Visor Satellite Magnitudes
Sent March 3 2021
Below is a plot showing the visual magnitudes of various Starlink-VisorSat satellites
recorded during January and February. Some other such satellites were fainter than
magnitude 8 which is the limit of my binoculars.
I am using the hand-held image image-stabilized 15x50 Canon binocs that I reviewed in the Summer 2020
issue of the Valley Skywatcher. I compare each satellite's brightness to nearby stars of known magnitudes.
The accuracy of this method is about 0.2 magnitude.
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Observer’s Log #3
Patrick Sonday
Orion Images
Sent March 3 2021
After weeks of cloudy and moon filled nights I was able to get out and take these
pictures of the Great Orion Nebula (M42) and it's smaller companion, the Running
Man Nebula (NGC1977) from the Hill on March 2nd. All of these were taken with
a Canon EOS Rebel T6 DSLR, through CVAS's 12" f/4 reflector at the North
Observatory.

M42 Great Orion Nebula - 24 minutes of exposure (12 x 120 sec) with ISO 200 taken MAR 2 2021
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Observer’s Log #3 (cont)

NGC1977 Running Man Nebula - 16 minutes of exposure (8 x 120 sec) at ISO 400 taken MAR 2 2021

The image to the left is a wide
field shot of the whole Orion
constellation taken with just my
Rebel T6 and my stock 18-55mm
lens on an Orion Min-EQ mount.
10 minutes total exposure
(20 x 30 sec) at ISO 400 taken FEB
3 2021
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Observer’s Log #3 (cont)
Combined Image of M42 and NGC1977
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Notes & News
● From Russ Swaney on October 30th:
Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society Messier Marathon 2021
The Messier Marathon is an event for amateur astronomers and sky-gazers around the
world to observe as many objects as possible (out of 110) from the Messier Catalogue
of Nebulae and Star Clusters in a single night.
The ideal time of year is the 3rd week of March, but unfortunately, this year the Moon
will interfere during that week. So, plan on an evening from March 8th through the 16th.
Typically, we hold this event in person at Indian Hill Observatory and Geauga’s
Observatory Park. That is still in the plans, but we also intend on having virtual and
streamed (YouTube channel) events. As always, we are at the mercy of the
weather/clouds. We encourage you to take advantage of ANY clear night.
If you would like to actively participate in the marathon, be it virtual or in person,
please send me an email at rswaney2@hotmail.com.
While it is the goal is to observe as many Messier Objects in a night as possible, you
should also plan on other observational activities – additional clusters, nebulae, and
galaxies. In addition you can look for Mercury, Jupiter and Saturn in the morning and
Mars and Pluto remain visible for most of the night. Some comets brighter than about
mag 14.0 will be visible.
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Notes & News (cont)
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Notes & News (cont)
● From Robert Benedict on February 18th:
To the right are models of Perseverance and
Ingenuity that I 3D printed for my wife, who is a
5th grade Science teacher. She's using these in her
classes. Perseverance landed on Mars at
approximately 3:55 PM, February 18th.

● From Tony Mallama on March 3rd:
Sky and Telescope magazine will publish an article I co-authored with their news editor in
the June issue. This piece covers my studies of artificial satellites and their impact on the
night sky. The general news media, including MSN and Yahoo, have also reported these
findings. (Editor’s Note: See also Observer’s Log #2 in this issue for more from Tony on
his studies.)
● From Chris Powell on March 4th:
Cleveland Brown’s starting QB, Baker Mayfield and his wife, Emily, reported seeing a UFO
when returning from dinner on March 3rd. Baker reported it streaked straight downward
towards Lake Travis in Central Texas. Upon further review, it appears they may have seen
SpaceX’s SN10 starship landing at Boca Chica in South Texas. SN10 was launched at 6:15
PM that evening, flew for a little over 6 minutes and then successfully landed before
blowing up ten minutes later. Good to see Baker is not staying out late in the middle of the
week and is getting his rest. Go Browns!
As an aside to Tony Mallama, it appears that Elon Musk’s SpaceX also launched a few more
Starlink satellites from an adjacent pad the same day. As they say, it was a busy day in Boca
Chica.
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Notes & News (cont)
● From Chris Powell on March 2nd:
To anyone interested, I found a couple of old Edmund Scientific booklets from the 1960’s
for “Homebuilt Telescopes” and “Telescope Optics”. These are very good technical howto manuals that were popular through the early 1970’s. The first gives details on how to
build a six inch Newtonian telescope, including grinding and polishing your own mirror
and building a simple Equatorial Mount. The second covers the optics of reflector and
refractor telescopes and includes how to build your own Ramsden and Huygens eyepieces,
erecting systems, and Barlow lenses. The only drawback is that they include the old
Edmund’s catalog numbers for lenses, mirror kits, and specialty parts which are probably
meaningless now, but you should be able to find equivalents.
I’ll bring these to future meetings if anyone wants to look at them and borrow them for a
home build project.
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Charles Messier
Russell Swaney
On June 25, 1730, Charles Messier was born the tenth of twelve children
in a wealthy French family.
When he was just eleven his father passed away, changing the family's
financial status. He was forced to leave a formal education and be
home-schooled.
Messier started working with the “Astronomer” to the French Navy in 1751, where he learned
to keep records of observations and eventually became “Astronomer of the Navy” himself.
In 1757, Messier began searching for a comet whose return was predicted by Edmond Halley.
However, an unfortunate mistake in the calculations of his employer lead to searching in the
wrong patch of sky. In August of 1758, Messier saw a faint blur in Taurus that showed
promise as a possible comet. However, it turned out to be a previously discovered nebula
(now known as the Crab Nebula, or M1). Messier was frustrated when these comet-like
objects turned out not to be comets.
If only there was a "catalog" of these objects so comet hunters would not waste time with
them.
Using only a four-inch refractor from a Hotel in downtown Paris, France he discovered 40
nebulae and in collaboration with his friend and assistant Pierre Méchain, went on to
document 103 objects in his now-famous catalog. (Editor’s Note: Imagine the light pollution
in downtown Paris, aka “the City of Lights”, while looking for faint comets and deep sky
objects!) The entries are now known to be 40 galaxies, 29 globular clusters, 27 open clusters,
6 diffuse nebulae, and 4 planetary nebulae. The list also contains a few stand-alone objects: 1
supernova remnant, 1 asterism, 1 double star, and 1 Milky Way patch.
The Catalog he compiled only contains objects found in the area of the sky Messier could
observe - from the north celestial pole to a declination of about −35.7°
Messier rose to fame after he discovered the Great Comet of
1769. King Louis XV adorned him with what ultimately
became his popular nickname, the "Ferret of Comets," due to
his high number of discoveries. Messier discovered 13
comets* during his lifetime.
He died in Paris on 12 April 1817 (aged 86).
The lunar crater Messier and the asteroid 7359 Messier were
named in his honor.
*See list on the following page.
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Charles Messier (cont)
Russell Swaney
* Messier's 13 comets:
C/1760 B1 (Messier) c/2760
C/1763 S1 (Messier)
C/1764 A1 (Messier)
C/1766 E1 (Messier)
C/1769 P1 (Messier)
D/1770 L1 (Lexell)
C/1771 G1 (Messier)
C/1773 T1 (Messier)
C/1780 U2 (Messier)
C/1788 W1 (Messier)
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Holy Light Polution!
Richard Shaw
I live in Avon Lake. The other night my wife and I went to
Veterans Park which is right along the Lake Erie shore. It
was about 7 PM and the sunset was long past, but we saw a
large pink bubble in the Northern sky out over the lake. We
had heard concerns about this light bubble on local Avon
Lake Facebook sites, so we knew it was light pollution from
greenhouses in Canada, 50 miles away!! Here are the photos
we took. Mine is natural light and Linda’s is enhanced.
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Holy Light Polution! (cont)
Richard Shaw
Here is what we learned from the Detroit News. The lights in the sky are purple, pink and
yellow and are from greenhouses between Leamington and Kingsville, Ontario, Canada.
These Greenhouses are used to grow vegetables, fruit and marijuana and have high intensity
LED lighting in different colors. The farms are corporate farms of up to 200 acres and are
24/7 operations. People in Michigan and Canada are getting very upset about this, however,
the laws are very weak and are left to local governments to enforce. Supposedly, a 2015
Canadian Law requires the growers to install and use vertical and horizontal blackout
curtains, but apparently this isn’t being done.
The mayor of Leamington said they need to investigate what an acceptable level of lighting
is and how to measure it. New regulations won’t happen over night, but they want
regulations that are “fair and equitable” because these farms help “drive” the local economy.
Oh Boy!
In my opinion, there are dark sky designated areas in Michigan that are going to get ruined
by this type of uncontrolled lighting. This is just awful and they need to find a way to curb
the pollution, something the governments don’t seem to take very seriously. Of course, if
you are toking up on the magic weed, you just might enjoy the colored sky show!!
Rick Shaw
Lifetime Member
CVAS

Editor’s Note: Rick, Thanks for this. My wife and I stayed in the Red Maple Inn in Burton during
some remodeling work on our home last fall. There is one of these new greenhouse operations in
Middlefield (I believe they grow hydroponic specialty lettuce but their real goal was legalized
marijuana which was on the ballot in Ohio at the time (it got defeated). We could see the glow from
our balcony as the Inn is on the Burton village high ground and you can see for miles. It was
astonishing how bright it was. We have stayed there for years when visiting my folks and never saw
the like before.
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The Invisible Universe – Radio Astronomy:
Bruce Breem
A Visit to Green Bank
In a long valley, far, far away, south of Elkins, West Virginia there stands the largest fully
steerable radio telescope in the world. Driving down W.V. route 92, one passes small farms,
a general store, and a vista of mountain ridges and trees. Then, a strange artifact peeks above
the trees and fields. It does not seem to fit the landscape. Big and white, it looks like some
large alien structure. Driving on, the site is exposed as the trees give way to the huge, 100meter diameter, Green Bank Telescope (GBT) dish. It looks like a satellite TV dish on
steroids. Some locals also call it the “Great Big Thing”. Numerous smaller radio astronomy
antennas appear, with seven of these larger than 14 meters. Movie buffs might have
flashbacks to a vision of the Star Wars planetary defense system in Episode 4. In fact,
Spielberg had seen a similar installation in Europe and used it as the model for the movie.

Approaching the GBT
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The Invisible Universe – Radio Astronomy:
A Visit to Green Bank (cont)
Bruce Breem
Green Bank is in the National Radio Quiet Zone; a rectangle roughly 100 miles on each side.
Radio emissions are highly restricted by law; there are no radio or tv broadcasters in the zone.
This area was also the home of National Security Agency (NSA) antennas at Sugar Grove
Research Facility. Many residents of the small town of Green Bank live here because of the
restrictive radio emission environment as they believe they suffer from electromagnetic
hypersensitivity. Those closest to the Green Bank site are forbidden use of microwave ovens,
WiFi routers, or portable phones. A patrol truck occasionally checks for spurious or unwanted
radio emissions.
A replica of the first radio telescope stands at the entrance to the Green Bank Observatory. It
looks like a rectangular bunch of wood and wires. In 1932, Karl Jansky of Bell Labs used the
antenna to look for possible sources of interference to transatlantic radio communication.
Along with signals from thunderstorms, his research discovered radio emissions from the
center of the Milky Way. Over a few decades, and after the work of a few amateur radio
astronomers, radio astronomy evolved into a serious research area. In his honor, the unit of
radio wave intensity from astronomical objects is named a Jansky.
The Visitors Center overlooking the site provides a great view of the antennas from the large
windows and balcony. Educational displays explain the basics of radio astronomy. For those
interested, student research posters line the walls, as this is an active research center. Visitors
can tour the site and walk up to the base of the GBT, one and a half miles away, and all the
other radio telescopes on the site.

The GBT through the windows of the Visitors Center
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The Invisible Universe – Radio Astronomy:
A Visit to Green Bank (cont)
Bruce Breem
Before the tour, the guide demonstrates how much radio frequency interference (RFI) is
generated by digital devices like cameras and cell phones. Since this is radio astronomy, RFI
creates electrical noise that interferes with the weak signals from space. RFI is an enemy,
much as visible light pollution is to optical telescopes. Only older, non-digital, film cameras
are allowed close to the antennas. An older, non-computerized, diesel vehicles is used to take
visitors to the on tours. No spark ignition or computer-controlled vehicle engines are allowed
near the antennas because of the potential for RFI. Walking back to the Visitors Center, their
planet walk still has a flag at Pluto, although at half-mast.

The Green Bank Telescope; I think that was a 6-8 foot
fence at the bottom for scale. Photo from Wikimedia.

We need one of these signs for
our light polluters in the area
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The Invisible Universe – Radio Astronomy:
A Visit to Green Bank (cont)
Bruce Breem
The GBT has performed research studies on low frequency gravitational waves, fundamental
physics, cosmology, star formation, astrochemistry, and technosignatures. Some discoveries
include a pulsar in the Crab Nebula, a molten core of planet Mercury, pebble-sized protoplanets in Orion, and a test of general relativity from a double pulsar, among others. Amazing
surface images of Venus were produced in 2012 as the GBT received radar signals
transmitted by Arecibo that bounced off Venus. The GBT also performed high resolution
radar mapping of the Moon. More than 600 scientists proposed to use the GBT each year.
The GBT tracked data from the recent Perseverance Mars landing. Only low frequency
signals were able to be received during the “seven minutes of terror” when the ionized
particle environment caused a communications blackout at higher frequencies.
Some GBT specifications:
Radio frequencies 290 MHz to 116 GHz
Beam width = 13/GHz arcmin (1 arcmin at 1 GHz, and 1.7 arcmin at the 22 GHz water line)
Pointing accuracy: 2 arcsec (resolving a quarter at 3 miles)
Surface accuracy: as low as 260 um
Dish size: 100m diameter (2.3 acres)
Surface: 2,004 individually controlled panels that adjust for structure sagging as the dish is moved







Elevation: +5 to +90 degrees
Tracking speed: 18-35 degrees per minute
Weight: 16 million pounds
Height: 485 feet
Construction completed: 2000
https://greenbankobservatory.org
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Updated Information for Main Belt Asteroid 4817 Gliba
George Gliba
The rotation period of the asteroid 4817 Gliba has previously
been reported as 12 hours (lower limit) but subject to revision.
Recent updates for the rotation period of this asteroid made in
October 2020 based on revised data from the NASA/NEOWISE
spacecraft indicate that the rotation period for this minor planet
is very close to that of Earth. Also, according to the NASA/JPL
Small Body Database Browser (based on the recent article in
LCDB Rev.2020 October, Warner et al., 2009) the revised
rotation period of 4817 Gliba is 23.66 hours.
Because this revised rotation period is so similar to that of the Earth it may be an attractive
location for a possible Earth Colony sometime in the distant future. We know that Circadian
Rhythm is very important because it is the internal biological process that regulates the
sleep-wake cycle here on the Earth every 24 hours.
Perhaps far into the future they will have the advanced technological ability to be capable of
slowing down this asteroid’s rotation period slightly from the current 23.66 hours to 24
hours. This would make it the same as the Earth and so in sync with it. This would be a
desirable situation for any hypothetical 4817 colony.
More on the Vesta and 4817 Gliba relationship can be found in the 2020 Valley Skywatcher
Spring issue, Volume 57-2, page 18 at:
https://cvas.cvas-north.com/documents/valley_sky_watcher/Volume%2057-2%20Rev%203.pdf

Is 4 Vesta the Mother of 4817 Gliba? (Source: NASA/JPL Dawn Image, Public Domain
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Constellation Quiz
Dan Rothstein
This month’s questions
1. Find Vultur Cadens and its musical association
2. Where is the Chinese asterism of Shuiwei, the water level?
3. What stars make up the sandal?
4. Identify the fulcrum, another name for a binocular cluster
which lies close to a famous planetary nebula.

Answers to last issue’s questions
1. The Hawaiian constellation the Canoe-Bailer of Makali’i, Ke Kea o Makali’i is
composed of 5 stars that make up an enormous ladle shape that comes up above the
horizon in the east already filled with water, carries it across the sky, then pours it out as it
sets. Its stars are: Hoku lei, Capella, the brightest of the 5 stars of the star-lei Auriga;
Nana-mua and Nana-hope, the twins Castor and Pollox; Puana (blossom), our Procyon;
A’a (burning brightly), our Sirius; Ke Ali’i o Kona i Ke Lewa, Canopus, the chief of the
southern heavens, lying directly south of Sirius. The bailer rises as a cup, holding Orion
and Taurus inside. The rising of the bailer at sunset marked the beginning of the year, and
the month of December was also known as Makali’i on Hawaii. Of the twins, one looks
forward and is first, while the other looks backward and is last. Also, Makali’i is the bow
of the Canoe of the Maori of New Zealand, the belt of Orion is its stern, the sword is its
cable, the Pleiades the cross anchor, and the Hyades are its sail. Orion is also known as
the Cat’s Cradle of the Children, or the Spider. A’a is also the Hawaiian name for the
booby, a large sea-bird who returns to his home island each night, guiding navigators to
land.
2. Lineola is an early version of the cord between the two fishes of Pisces, created in 1596
by Zacharius Bornmann. This was discussed in an earlier quiz several years ago referring
to a later version of the cord by Hevelius in his 1690 Firmamentum Sobiescianum.
Lineola is Latin for Little Line, but my source (in Italian) included only that one word, so
I didn’t recognize Lineola as Hevelius’ Linum. He regarded Pisces as being composed of
4 parts: the northern fish Pisces Boreus; Linum Boreum, the north cord; Linum
Austrinum, the south cord; and Pisces Austrinum, the southern fish. Collectively the two
cords are known as the Linum Pisces, connected at α Pisces. Bode also used this
designation in his 1801 atlas. Pisces is of Babylonian origin. The southwestern part of
Pisces and ε Peg are the Great Swallow, the rest is the Tails or Fish, the last constellation
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Constellation Quiz (cont)
of the Zodiac to be created. The Field, the great square, was sandwiched between the two
fish. In Greek mythology, Aphrodite and her son Eros jumped into the Euphrates River to
escape the monster Typhon, transforming into the two fish of Pisces.
Lineola is part of the species name of a number of creatures, including the African Praying
Mantis and the Essex Skipper (a dragonfly).
3. For British sailors a spanker is a four sided sail, elsewhere known as a log-rigged sail. It
has the same shape as the 4 naked-eye stars which make up our asterism of Corvus the
Crow. Its northern two stars, γ (Gianah) and δ (Algorab), create a line which points to
Spica. It can be used as a pointer to Spica when partly cloudy skies obscure Virgo. Corvus
rides on the back of Hydra.
4. Ceneus was, along with the Siren from a previous quiz, one of two constellations which
appeared only on a celestial globe of Willen Jans Blaeu. Below the feet of Centaurus on
this globe, they replaced Plancius’ constellations of Chamaeleon, Musca, and Triangulum
Australis. In Greek mythology, Ceneus was the daughter of a chieftain of the Lapith tribe
of Thessaly. She was ravaged by Poseidon, who granted her a wish, which was to become a
man, so she would never be wronged this way again. She/he becomes a great warrior,
known as Caeneus. Poseidon also makes him invulnerable. The way he/she was finally
killed was to pile trees trunks on his body, pounding him into the earth and suffocating
him. At this point he returned to his female form. In the figure on the globe, the Siren and
Ceneus seem to be connected, but unfortunately we have only the single drawing to refer
to, so its exact shape is unknown.
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Deep Thoughts on Engineering and Physics
Chris Powell
The following is an addition to our continued collection of “Physics and Engineering Folklore”.
As the term folklore implies, often the original author or source are not clear or known, and
multiple and differing versions can be found.
Today’s Great Conjunction entry was circulated to CVAS members by Carisa Adams on
December 22nd and pretty accurately sums up our experience in NE Ohio.
As always, I welcome submittals for inclusion in future issues, which could be passed to me at
any of our CVAS monthly meetings or directly to my email at
christopher.powell@earthlink.net.

Anticipation Meets Reality on the Great Conjunction
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